
 

 
Thank you and please enjoy these wines from your 2012 Quarter Two Vine Club pack!!! 

 

Well, we simply can not believe it is already time for the second quarter package to come out.  What a 

whirlwind of fun the last few months have been.  We have finally started to get a handle on the 2011 

vintage and understand its intricacies and style.  It was a vintage unlike any I have ever worked here, but I 

have to say the whites in particular are very cool.  That is where the first wine of your package comes in to 

play.  Not only is it a great introduction to 2011, but it is also the first white Winemakers Select wine! 

 

We have also seen crazy beautiful weather through this spring which has jump started the 2012 vintage.  

Normally I would not yet be thinking too much about what the New Year could bring, but wow, are we 

ever early!  Many of the vines have budded and are looking great and we just need to hope we don’t get 

any further frost or freeze…Knocking on wood right now.   

 

On top of that we get to showcase in this package our long awaited second release of our Nevaeh Red (now 

even better with Syrah!) with the 2009 vintage and lastly our currently most talked about wine, the 2010 

Honah Lee White. – (Also note:  currently it looks like this will be the last vintage of Honah Lee bottlings.  

There has been some changes in the vineyard over the winter which we believe could alter the style of 

grapes we expect and the 2011 just isn’t the expression of terroir we generally look for.  So enjoy this one 

since it is a beauty!) 

 

This Quarters Wine: 
 

1) Winemakers Select Bin 1 (white) – Coming from the controversial, but in my opinion often 

intriguing 2011 vintage.  By now it seems everyone is talking about the deluge of rain that we 

received at harvest time and wondering about the wines.  Well…for many varieties we faired 

pretty well.  Our two most major white varieties Chardonnay and Viognier were harvest between 

Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee.  Irene really did not affect us as much as we once 

thought it was going to.  Most of the storm stayed east of I-66 leaving us with a moist, but not 

sopping day.  It wasn’t ideal, but with the beautiful hot dry summer we had leading up, the 

Viognier and Chardonnay had slowed their water uptake and really had some great flavors at more 

reasonable alcohol levels making the wines immediately enjoyable and approachable.  Strangely 

the cool and wet September also led to some of the best dry Petit Mansengs I have tasted since 

being here in Virginia.  The flavor development occurred early whereas the acid and sugar levels 

actually balanced better then I have ever seen in Petit Manseng which generally is too high in 

sugar at harvest to make a great dry table wine since the alcohols will go through the roof.  This 

exciting wine that we offer today is a blend of these three great varieties with Chardonnay 50%, 

and 25% each Viognier and Petit Manseng 

 

The fruit from this wine comes from two new vineyards to us blended with some Viognier from 

Williams Gap which was also used to make our 2010 Viognier.  The Chardonnay was done 

slightly different then normal for us.  It was cool fermented in stainless steel to get an expression 

of purity with the fruit, but then also put through Malo-Lactic fermentation which are two things 

uncommon here but seemed to match the fruit needs.  The Chardonnay all came from Sleepy 

Hollow Vineyard which is a great hot site in the Hampton Roads area.  It was harvested very early 

due to the hot summer and worries of Irene with great juicy qualities but on a leaner, fresher 

palate.  The Petit Manseng came from a neighbor in Waterford called Windhorn Vineyard that we 

plan to keep an eye on.  Walking this site in the later season showed it to be one of the cleanest 

vineyards in the Commonwealth after the rain so we couldn’t help but try the Petit Manseng which 

had great pineapple and exotic fruit note, crisp acid and moderate alcohol potential.  This was  



 

 

 

fermented in new Jupilles forest oak to get even more depth and weight.  The last portion being 

the Viognier was simply perplexing but awesome.  We had two Viognier picks this year that were 

like no other wine I have made being the Williams Gap (the one in this blend) and Malick 

(blended with Williams Gap for the Viognier 2011).  They show leanness, but great intensity and 

different flavor profiles than normal more based around citrus and even grassy like notes similar to 

Sauvignon Blanc. 

 

The overall blend is a medium straw colored wine with intense aromatics of mandarin oranges, 

honey combs, cinnamon and a slight grassiness.  The palate has good weight but is over-shadowed 

by the almost crunchy acidity that keeps this wine so fresh and showing gobs of citrus and stone 

fruit.  It is simply a complex and fresh blend that is beautiful now, but will also reward modest 

cellaring of 2-4 years. 

 

2) Honah Lee White 2010 – Coming from the vineyard that we have loved so much for the last few 

years, this encore performance from the vineyard is what it is all about to us.  Power, richness and 

complete hedonistic drinking.  Honah Lee Vineyard certainly was not about the elegance we seek 

in Nevaeh or Tranquility, which is what terroir is about, showing what the site produces best.  

With some current changes to the vineyard management practices we believe this will change and 

have therefore decided this will be the last Honah Lee bottling from us, but what a way to go out! 

 

The 2010 vintage in comparison (or contrast) to 2011 made some wildly different wines as well.  

While 2011 was about crispness, purity of fruit and elegance, 2010 was about opulence and sheer 

drinking pleasure.  The heat and dry weather started in the spring just like 2011, but it never 

stopped until we were long done harvesting in late October with only a couple minor sprinkles at 

the start of October that stopped our harvest for 2 weeks as we waited for perfect maturity.  The 

wines from the 2010 vintage however are not for the faint hearted.  They are powerful through and 

through. 

 

This vintages blend is 40% each Viognier and Petit Manseng with 20% Roussanne all barrel 

fermented  and aged in Jupilles forest oak using indigenous yeast.  It was about minimal handling 

(like normal) and allowing the wine to just “grow up” a little.  This brilliant gold wine exudes the 

power that best defines the 2010 vintage.  The nose is abundant and exotic with honeydew melon, 

papaya, honey, macadamia and green tea aromas.  The palate is rich and full but has great acidity 

holding it together from the Petit Manseng.  Gobs of fruit show up fruit on the palate before some 

subtle hints of spice and cedar come through on the long finish. 

 

3) Nevaeh Red 2009 -  Words can not describe how excited we got when we finally had enough 

Syrah harvested out of Nevaeh to make an impact on this wine which is a blend of 60% Merlot 

and 40% Syrah.  This wine is what we are all about with our Nevaeh blends, complexity, 

freshness, purity and never compromising on intensity.  The 2009 vintage was slightly cooler then 

average all season with a slight Indian summer in mid September to help mid-season reds like 

Merlot and Syrah hit perfect maturity and incredible balance.  The wines remained fresh, but came 

into their own showing great old world smokey, meaty and mineral characters meeting new world 

styled pure fruit and velvety textures. 

 

Like all our top reds this wine is fermented on indigenous yeast, sat on its skins for up to 34 days 

and aged 18 months in new Virginia Oak before being bottled unfined and unfiltered.  Other-wise 

stated as we hardly touched it, we just let our Estate Nevaeh vineyard express itself. 

 

The crimson colored wine is all about verve and complexity.  The aromatics shoot from the glass 

with rose petals, smoked meat, raspberry and cassis characters.  The palate is crisp, but balanced 

with velvety tannins, seamless integration and a long smokey finish.  This wine is best forgotten 

for a couple of years and will get into its best stride in 4-7 years, but who can wait? 

 

 

Salute, 

 

Jordan Harris – Winemaker           Tim Kish – Assistant Winemaker        Kim Parker – Vine Club Manager  


